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in t hi sf h"1 "o t : e l Lus tz-a r i cns

INTRODUCTION

Over most of its length in southwestern Virginia the North

Fork of the Holston River
l

flows southwesterly along an entrenched

meandering subsequent course in a maturely dissected lowland belt of

2river, located farther upstream, are shown in Figures 4, 5 and 6.

flank of a minor hornoclinal ridge developed on resistant southeast-

dipping Mississippian sandstone. At several places, however, the

river bends to the northwest and flows, through water gaps cut into

the Mississippian ridge, into a lowland developed on extremely non-

resistant Devonian shale. Two of these anomalous segments of the

North Fork are shown in figures 1, 2 and 3; other such segments of the

Mississippian carbonates. This lowland belt parallels the resequent

Downstream fr-om two of the above--mentioned water gaps the North Fork

follows the strike of the Devonian shale and then crosses back, t hr-cugh

other water gaps in the ridge, into the Mississippian carbonate lowland.

After re-entering the carbonate lowland the Nort h For-k in each instance

continues southwesterly in its "normal" entrenched meandering course.

At one place the North Fork flows through a gap in the ridge, swings in

a large meandering loop of nearly 360 degrees in the Devonian shale aroa,

IHereaftcr the l';o:,:""·t[; Fork of the Ho Lstor; l<.ive:' Hi LL :Jp rere::-'red
to as the "North Fork".

(see Figures 1, 3 and 7).

2
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I The present study was undertaken in order to determine the ori-

gin of these anomalous segments of the North Fork--the mechanism or

mechanisms by which they were developed. The hypothesis developed as

a result of this study and presented in this paper may serve not only

to draw attention to but also to help explain similar anomalous drain-

age features elsewhere within the Ridge and Valley Physiographic

Province.

2
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CHAPTER I

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE NORTH FORK HOLSTON RIVER AREA

Location and Physiographl

The study area lies within the Valley Section of the Ridge and

Valley Physiographic Province and is broadly defined by the drainage

basin of the North Fork in Scott and Washington counties, southwestern

Virginia. The area adjacent to the North Fork from the towu of Hilton

on the southwest to the town of Holston on t'l~ northeast is the area of

primary attention in this study (see Figure 8).

The area and form of the drainage basin of the North Fork in

southwestern Virginia are determined by the geologic structure and the

lithologic characteristics of a sequence of middle and upper Paleozoic

s ed irnerrtar-y rocks. The structure consists of homoclinally southeast-

dipping strata; along the strike there is considerable variation in dip

magnitude. The stratigraphic sequence involved includes, from oldest to

youngest, extremely resistant Silurian sandstones, extremely non-resist-

ant Devonian shales and Mississippian clastics overlain by carbonates and

some upper Mississippian clastics.

Over most of its length in this area the North Fork follows an

entrenched meandering subsequent course along a lowland belt, developed

on the carbonates, whi ch is bord er-ed on the southeast by mature1y dis-

sected Mississippian clastic highlands. To the northwest of the river

the narrow shacp--crest'2d Pine Fidc;e-Little Nountain, dev e Lot.ed on
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resistant Mississippian sandstone, stands 200 to 500 feet above adjacent

lowlands and is segmented by numerous water gaps. The entire North Fork

drainage basin is thus quite linear·--in a northeast-southwest (strike)

direction--and relatively narrow.

To the northwest of Pine Ridge-Little Mountain is a well-defined

and well-dissected narrow and linear subsequent lowland known as Poor

Valley, which is developed in the non-resistant Devonian shales. Poor

Valley is bordered on the northwest by the southeast (resequent) flank

of the only major ridge in the entire region, Clinch Mountain, which lS

developed on the resistant Silurian clastic strata and which attains

elevations of approximately 3200 feet and a maximum relief of about 1800

feet.

Climate

Climate records
3

show that the average annual precipitation for

the study area in southwestern Virginia is 46 to 48 inches, which is

well distributed throughout the year, although convectional storms

account for a slight suwner maximum. The average warm-season (April to

September, inclusive) precipitation is 24 to 26 inches.

3
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Yearbook of Agriculture, 1941

(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1941) pp. 1159-69. ---
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are as follows:

Hagerstown-Frederick Association

Year-book of Ap-riculture, 1938
----_.~-_...... .-
Office, 1938), pp. 1037-38,

January 4.41 JUly 5.10
February 3.58 August 4.23
March 4.70 September 3.15
April 3.90 October 3.11
May 4.10 November 2.75
June 4.42 December 3.97

Monthly precipitation averages in inches for Mendota, Virginia

In the present study area this type soil is derived from the

Soils and. Vegetation

Soil mapping by the U.S. Department of Agriculture4 indicates

oAverage monthly temperatures range from a minimum of 36 F. in

January to a maximum of 740 F. in July.

The average date of the last killing frost in the spring is

April 25 and the average date of the first killing frost in the fall is

October 15. The average number of days without killing frost is 180.

that there are three soil associations in the present study area of

southwestern Virginia which are included in two great soil groups. The

Hagerstown-Fredel'ick and the Muskingum-Wellston-Zanesville associations

are classified as Gray-brown Podzolic whereas the Muskingum-Lehew asso-

ciation is included in the Lithosols and Shallow Soils (Humid) grea t

soil group.

limestone and cherty limestone which underlie much of the lowland to the

4U. S. Department of Agr icuLture,
(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
1043-44, 1121-22.
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southeast of Pine Ridge-Little Mountain. This soil is well drained and

in most places the texture is silt loam or clay loam; it contains a fair

amount of organic matter and mineral plant nutrients and is medium to

strongly acid. Most of the original growth of hardwoods has been

cleared for farming although some of the steeper areas still support a

growth of locust, white oak and hickory.

Muskingum-Wellston-Zanesville Association

This soil association is represented in the study cu'ea by the

Muskingum series and the Wellington series which developed under forest

cover from sandstone-shale residuum. The Muskingum is less well devel-

oped than the Wellington and occurs on steeper slopes. A typical pro-

file (from top down) of the Muskingum soil is as follows:

1. Thin cover of forest litter
2. Less than two inches of dark grayish-brown humus soil
3. Four inches to eight inches of light grayish-yellow loose

friable mineral soil, generally acid
4. Mixed earth and rock fragments which may extend to a depth

of 2.5 feet
5. Bedrock of sandstone, siltstone, or shale

The Wellington soil occurs on gentle slopes where the residuum has accu-

mulated to greater depth. A typical profile is as follows:

1. Up to eight inches of friable silt loam and loam
2. Subsoil with nutlike structure, much heavier than surface

soil but penetrable by moisture and roots
3. Three to four feet of a mixture of fine earth and fragments

of shale or sandstone which grades into bedrock

The natural vegetation of this soil association is deciduous forest, with

oaks dominant.
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Muskingum-Lehew Association

The Lehew series of this association is quite similar to the

Muskingum soils. The Lehew are shallow soils developed from thin-bedded

red shales and have a characteristic reddish color, except the top three

to six inches which is grayish brown. These soils occur on steeply

sloping lands, mostly on the dissected flanks of ridges.

The native vegetation is chiefly hardwood forest with a few

pines and hemlock. The dominant hardwoods were chestnut oak, red oak,

white oak, maple and chestnut. Blight has killed the chestnut, and

other hardwoods have been cut in most of the area so that at present the

forest cover consists chiefly of second-growth timber and brush.
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CHAPTER II

6
by ·ButtsThe stratigraphic sectiG~s listcci beJow were measured

highest part of the Early Grove anticline lies just to the southeast of

stone, Fido sandstone, Cove Creek limestone and Pennington shale. The

include, from oldest to youngest, the following formations: Gasper lime-

STRUCTURE AND STRATIGRAPHY OF CRITICAL AREAS

Early Grove Anticline

Regional dip in the study area is about 200 to 300 to the south-

sippian strata the regional dip is interrupted by a series of gentle

northeast-trending folds, of which the breached Early Grove anticline is

Muddy Gap and in this area two small tributaries of the North Fork,

east. South of Mendota, Virginia, in the area occupied by upper Missis-

the largest. The rocks which are exposed in this breached anticline

Ketron Branch and Cove Creek, have cut down into the structure far enough

to expose the Fido sandstone and Casper limestone. Dips measured along

the Cove Creek segment of the breach averaged about 10 0 , correspondi~g

quite well with those previously recorded by Averitt. S

and are believed to be representative of the formations which crop out

in the Early Grove ant icli TIC. area. But t s ' sect i'~)Tls include many foss il

spaul Averitt, T~_E:.~~~l'L.?_~~~I:,:::_.G::,~~i~__'-,.:~::J _'-_~' catt 3.!l.'~:!3.Sr.i T:,:,t:,n
Counties, Virgii1~.~, Vir§:in.i, Ce:Jlo.z i ca! Slr-:ev, [lull. LVI (Richmond:
Virginia Conserva.tion Corn.ti ss i ori , :"?"L:.), ?LJte T.
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U.S. Route 19, from a point about half a mile northwest of Greendale to

(1) Geologic Section Ill. Gasper limestone and Fido sandstone

50

500

180

145
200

500

115
30
10

8
350

Thickness feet

Thickness feet

Limestone, thick bedded, somewhat argillaceous .••...
Limestone, thick bedded, crinoidal, partly reddish, more
or less argillaceous . • • . . . . . . • . . • . . . .
Limestone, argillaceous, shaly, weathers to shale
Limestone, more or less argillaceous, shaly, weathers
to shale • . . • . . • . • • • . • . • • • • . . . . .

Limestone, argillaceous, shelly .
Limestone, crinoidal, cross-bedded, partly reddish
Sandstone, red .
Limestone, fragmental, reddish .
Limestone, argillaceous, compact, thick bedded ..
Limestone, compact, blue, thick bedded, argillaceous,
weathers white . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Fido sandstone

6. Sandstone, thick bedded, coarse grained friable

Gasper limestone (1025 feet)

3.
2.

5.
4.

Ste. Genevieve formation

1. Red rock, argillaceous, calcareous

Pennington formation (part)

(2) Geologic Section 117. Cove Creek limestone exposed along

7. Not exposed; sandy debris-like rocks in first exposure
above . . . . . . . . . 230±

Cove Creek limestone (1013 feet)

6.
5.
4.
3.
2.
1.

names which are omitted in the following summaries, in each of which the

stratigraphic units are numbered chronologically.

in the Greendale syncline, along U.S. Route 19, 1 to 1.5 miles northwest

of Greendale, Washington County, Virginia

a point about a mile northwest of Greendale, Washington County, Virginia
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(3) Geologic Section 120. Pennington formation exposed on U.S.

200±
130

50

115
80
15
40
20

5

250±

80
15

115
30
60

Thickness feet

. . . . .

. . . .

Top not exposed; no post-Pennington beds present in the Green
dale syncline
Not exposed to top of hills; estimated.
Shale and sandstone, thin, interbedded, partly red
Sandstone, calcareous . . . • • • . . . . • .
Sandstone, fine grained, bluish, argillaceous and
calcareous, weathers to shale ..•.
Shale . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • •
Sandstone, thick bedded, reddish. • ••..
Shale and sandstone, interbedded •.•.
Sandstone and shale, red .....
Limestone, crinoidal, reddish ..•..
Sandstone, shale partings; partly calcareous, reduced to
fine-grained sandstone by weathering; fossilifierous
Shale . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
Sandstone, spheroidal in middle
Sandstone, evenly bedded, red and blue
Sandstone, shaly, reddish ....
Not exposed; abundant sma.l.L pieces of shale and
sandstone . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .

Pine Ridge-Little Mountain is a homoclinal ridge developed on

5.
L~ •

~v.

2.
1.

Pennington formation (1205 feet)

16.

15.
14.
13.
12.

II.
10.

9.
8.
7.
6.

Route 19 about half a mile northwest of Greendale, Washington County,

Virginia

27° and 28
0

are most common. Approximately the upper 50 to 100 feet of

the southeast-dipping resistant Mississippian Price sandstone. Dips

recorded along this section of the ridge range from 200 to 29°; dips of

the Price formation is composed of hard, thickbedded, medium-grained

sandstone, whereas underlying units of sandstone are increasingly thin

bedded, fine-gr'ained, and interbedded with shale; the lowest Price units

part of the obsequent slope of Fine ?,idge-Li ttle :-lountain and grade into

are dominately shale which, southHestHaY'd from ~1endota, form the 10Her
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the underlying weak Brallier shale. At Mendota the Devonian Chemung for

mation wedges in between the Price and the Brallier formations in the

lower obsequent slope of the ridge; topographically the Chemung formation

becomes increasingly prominent in a northeasterly direction along the

ridge and at Holston it replaces the Price as the main ridge former.

The Price grades into the Chemung formation as, to the southwest, it

grades into the Brallier; the Chemung-Brallier contact is also grada

tional in nature.

Overlying the Price formation in the HiltoIl-Holston area are the

non-resistant Maccrady shale and Warsaw limestone formations which are

overlain by the thick-bedded, crystalline St. Louis limestone and the

Gasper limestone. The Maccrady and Warsaw formations are expressed

topographically as the narrow linear Little Valley, whereas the St. Louis

and Gasper limestones form a belt of low hills, into which the North Fork:

is entrenched, lying to the southeast of Pine Ridge-Little Mountain.

Only very incomplete sections of the Brallier shale have been

measured. However, according to Butts
7,

the estimated thickness for the

Brallier at Holston is 1800 feet; it is believed to be about the same at

Hilton. In this general area the upper Brallier lS a rather homogeneous

mass of subfissile, stiff, micaceous green shale with interbeds of very

fine-grained, thin-bedded greenish sandstone; the lower half of the

formation is almost completely black fissile shale. Along the Hilton

Mendota segment of Pine Ridge-Little Mountain the upper part of the thin

interfingering Chemung formation differs very little from the Price

7 U li d., p. 319.
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have been omitted:

and poorly fissile.

50
1

200
160

45
75

120
20

120
60

120±

Thickness feet

. . . .

Sandstone, thick bedded, siliceous •......
Conglomerate .
Sandstone, fine grained, laminated, browuish, shale
partings . . • . . .
Not exposed . • . . . . • . . . . . . •
Shale, dark-colored, sandy ...•..
Sandstone, thick bedded, fine grained ...•.
Shale, i'lith layers of sandstone
Sandstone, rotten, argillaceous
Shale, olive-colored, crumbly
Sandstone, crumbly .
Shale, soft, olive-colored ..
Nat exposed; thickness slight?
Shale, black

Price formation (971+ feet)

The following section of the Price formation was measured by

8 .n ia., p. 33:3-39.

(1) Geologic Section 90. Price formation on the Clinchfield

13.
12.
11.

10.
9.
8.
7.
6.
5.
4.
3.
2.
1.

formation. Most of the shale in the lower Chemung is green, soft, clayey

8
Butts and is believed to be fairly representative for the Hilton-Holston

segment of Pine Ridge-Little Mountain; fossil names included by Butts

Railroad on Cowan Branch of Opossum Creek, 6 miles west-southi'lest of

Gate City, Scott County, Virginia

------------_.
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CHAPTER III

INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

Despite the fact that few publications deal directly with the

geology or geomorphology of the present study area, a number of sources

proved to be quite helpful. Butts' monumental work, Geology of the

~lachian Valley in Virginia, Part 1
9,

provided detailed lithologic

and stratigraphic information for some of the critical areas. Averitt's

detailed Geologic Map of the Early Grove Gas Field, Scott and Washington

C • V'" 10
ountles, lrglnla, was extremely useful in the breached Early Grove

Anticline area. Unfortunately there are no detailed geologic maps pub-

lished which cover other sections of the study area.

By far the most significant interpretative geomorphic information

was obtained by working on the study problems under the constant super-

vision of Professor Victor C. Miller, Indiana State University, who is.

intimately familiar with the study area. (Professor Miller's doctoral

dissertation, A Quanti tative Geom~hic.St~ of Drainage Basin Charac-.

teristics in the Clinch Mountain_Area~...L..YiEJSin~ and Tenr:...~,11 encom-

passes the present study area.)

-----------

10Averitt, op. cit., Plat: I

IlVictor C. Miller, A Quanthative Geomorphic Study of Drainage
Bas inCharactel' istics in t he'~::1i nc;"F;~:'l;~lnt2~in Ar='~::::l\iI'rg'in i a and Tennes s ee .
PublIShed by the u .s:I:ie1J-;;:rtrn~nt-of tTle Navy, Office of H'1val Research,
Geography Branch, under ?roject ;ro. J89-0 L.2, Corn:ract N6 ONR 271, Task
Order 30.
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A brief field reconnaissance under Professor Miller's direction

Was made of the North Fork area during the spring of 1969. Subsequent

work was accomplished by studying 1/24,000 topographic maps, 1/20,000

air photos, Butts' Geologic Map of the Appalach~an Valley in Virginia12

at a scale of 1/250,000, the Geologic Map of Virginia13 at a scale of

1/500,000, and the reference material mentioned above; in the spring

of 1970 a week was spent in the field verifying information derived

from the maps and photos.

The aerial photography was studied in the search for lineations

which may be surface manifestations of jointing. A concentration of

jointing in the vicinity of a water or wind gap or a predominance of

jointing with an orientation which coincides with the orientation of a

gap could help to explain the existence of that gap without the Lnvok.i ng

of superposition. No positive evidence along this line was discovered.

However, the possibility exists that an intensive study of the joints

throughout the area would result in some fruitfUl evidence Vlhich could

be used in explaining the existence and location of the gaps.

The photos and maps were also studied for any signs of faulting

which could have a bearing on the existence of the gaps. One possible

fault was discovered in Pine Ridge at the water gap in the vicinity of

12 h . '. . ..C arLes Butts, Ceol og i c r1ap of the AppaLach i an Valle'y' In Vi.r-g i n i a
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Ge~logi-;;al--S:-~;vey,-i933). -----.-

13
James L. Calver and C.R:B. Hobbs, Jr., ed., Geol_()j';i_c--..i1ap _of

Virginia (Charlottesville: Virginia Division of Mineral Fesources, 19c.3).
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Webber Church (Gate City, Virginia, quadrangle), but this possible fault

could not be verified in the field.

A longitudinal profile of Pine Ridge-Little Mountain from the

Moccasin Gap area to the Hayters Gap area (about 9 miles northeast of

Holston) clearly shows a n~~ber of wind gaps in the ridge which are

three to four hundred feet deep. In each case first order streams on

the obsequent or resequent slope which collect runoff from the gaps head

well below the base of the gap, yet many nearby first order streams,

which are of equal size and heading at similar' elevations, are eroding

headward into sections of the ridge which have no trace of a gap in the

crest. Since each of these gaps has a typical stream-cut, V-shaped pro-

file, it is almost certain that they were formed by streams which for

some reason (such as capture) have since abandoned their channels. One

example of a probable capture can be noted in the Hilton quadrangle area

approximately one-half mile southwest of Hilton Gap. It appears that a

stream which once flowed from the flank of Clinch Mountain through this

gap in Pine Ridge (gap elevation 1600 feet) has since been diverted by a

headward eroding subsequent tributary of a similar stream which flows

from the flank of Clinch 110untain through Pine Ridge at Hilton Gap.

Another notable feature which is readily apparent on the long-

itudinal profile of Pine Ridge-Little Mountain is the gradual southwest-

erly descent of the fairly even ridge crest from about 2100 feet eleva--

tion in the vicinity of Holston (Brumley, Virginia, quadrangle) to about

1900 feet elevation in the vicinity of Hilton Gap (Hilton, Virginia,

quadrangle), a distance of appr'oxirnately twerrtv-rtwo mi Les . Just
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no~theast of Holston, whe~e the Chemung fo~mation becomes the dominant

~idge fo~me~, the elevation of the ~idge ~i~es rathe~ abruptly to

slightly over 2500 feet; from this point northeastward the rise in eleva

tion is again ~adual. The fact that dips along the section of the

:t'idge southwest of Holston (determined by th~ee-point mea.surements at

water gaps on the topo~aphic maps and later spot-checked in the field

fo~ accuracy) average a little less than 30 degrees, with no appreciable

decrease in dip at the northeast where the ridge attains its highest

elevations, indicates that the decrease in ridge height is not struc

tually controlled. Since the ridge gradually becomes lower toward the

southwest, in the direction of the regional drainage, it seems reason

able to assume that this decrease is simply a reflection of the regional

slope--the ridge as well as other interfluve areas drained by the Holston

River system have generally been reduced to successively lower elevations

in the lower reaches of the drainage network.

Even a cursory examina.tion of the Mendota, Virginia, quadrangle

reveals the existence of a highly dissected topographic level or surface

between 1600 and 1700 feet in elevation. Proceeding on the idea that

the highest areas of the region ;,ill be the last to lose remnants of

former erosional surfaces as more recent dissection progresses headward

in the drainage system, the landscape Has investigated by means of

altimetric analysis. The first attempt at altimetric analysis of the

Mendota quadrangle was done by ponstructing on a piece of map size

tracing paper a grid system with one-inch squares. This was placed over

the topographic map and the highest point of elevation was marked in each
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square. Although not utilized in this study there are computer programs

which, when fed into the computer along with the X and Y coordinates for

each of the elevations, will produce a contour map of the topography as

it may have looked before dissection. While plotting the elevations on

the grid system it became obvious to the writer that even though this

might be an objective means of producing a picture of the former topog-

raphy it would nevertheless be an innaccurate picture; this method would

do nothing more than "smooth" the topography--simply producing a map

with less relief. The resulting map would give a clearer picture of the

regional slope before dissection, but it would not clearly show any

former erosional surfaces. As the high points were being plotted within

each grid, it became apparent that there were level remnants (or neill'ly

level--within the 20 foot contour interval) on the tops of interfluve

areas which would not be recorded using the above technique. Therefore

it was decided to abandon this technique and to count the number of

closed contours which represent the summits of land segments and then

group these into 100 foot elevation intervals. The results of this

analysis are shown in Figure 9. A considerable majority of the level to

near-level remnants appear on the belt of limestone immediately south-

east of the resequent slope of Pine Ridge between the elevations of 1600

and 1700 feet. There is a secondary major group of closed summit con-

tours .,hich is centered betHeen the elevations of 2100 to 2200 feet.

It is possible that the latter group represents a former stream planated

eros i onaL surface or it may simply reflect a long period during

which degradational processes acted uniformiJy on the homogeneous
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following pages, must also be considered.

reveals the existence of a few of these roug1y half acre level remnants

cit., Plate 1.00.
-"-

14 .
Averltt,

finding here is that at ti'lO of the locations the Cove Creek limestone

at an elevation of approximately 1620 feet (see Figure 10). Three of

these remnants have been closely checked in the field. The significant

the case, the results of another line of investigation, discussed in the

on the 1/24,000, 20-foot contour interval topographic maps of the area)

At the third location field work revealed that the summit actually was

and the Fido sandstone have been eroded to exactly the same elevation.

Close examination of the Geologic Map of the Early Grove Gas

Field, Scott and Washington Counties, Virginia14 (which is superimposed

being held up by a very thin wedge of sandstone even though the contour

interval of the map makes it appear that the limestone and sandstone are

both at the same elevation, as is the case at the other localities which

were checked. It is notable that the above-mentioned level remnants, as

well as numerous other level to near-level remnants adjacent to Cove

n'
4 Pennington formation (shale with thin interbeds of sandstone). It might

~. well be argued that the nearly level accordant summits of the limestone

I; knolls are the result of the limestone's being solutionally lowered to

i approximately the same elevation and therefore do not represent remnants

of a surface created by stream planation. Although this may be partially
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Creek, are approximately 1600 to 1620 feet in elevation--this is the

same elevation which dominates the landscape on level to near-level

summit areas on the belt of limestone adjacent to the North Fork, to

which Cove Creek is a tributary. This level on the Li.mestona knolls

apparently rises gradually from 1620 feet elevation in the Mendota area

to an elevation of about 1800 feet in the vicinity of Holston (although

here it is much less discernible than in the Mendota area). Whether or

not this is as it appears--one continuous, highly dissected level--is

not known. Whether or not the slope of this level can be closely

correlated in any way with the slope of the crest of Pine Ridge-Little

Mountain also has not been determined.

Map and photo work have revealed the existence of other near-

level remnants in Poor Valley. These occur most frequently as spurs

extending into the valley from the resequent slope of Clinch Mountain.

In some cases they are nearly level to their valley ends where they have

been truncated by stream dissection; other's are gently sloping to the

valley floor. There are also a few spurs and berms on the obsequent

slope of Pine Ridge-Little Mountain, although these are neither nearly

so numerous nor so well developed as those extending from the resequent

slope of Clinch Mountain. These Poor Valley levels have not been altim-

etrically analyzed, but it does appear that a close correlation exists

between these levels and those on the southeastern side of Pine Ridge-

Little Mountain. It should be ~entioned here that on both sides of the

latter ridge there also annear to be remnants of a lower surface imme-
~._"---

diately adjacent to the ~iver--a more recent surface than the 1600 foot
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lev.el. Precise altimetic and correlative work is required here before

any definite conclusions can be drawn. It might be argued that in Poor

Valley, just as on the resequent side of the ridge, the near-level

remnants could have been created by some process other' than stream

planation, and indeed this may be partially the case. The various non-

resistant formations (Brallier and Romney shales and thin sands and,

northeasterly from Mendota, the Onondaga limestone), are being stripped

from the flank of Clinch Mountain, and it does appear that some of the

berms and spurs have been produced by sheetwash and mass wasting bring-

ing these soft rock formations to somewhat accor-dant elevations. More

recent, rejuvenated erosion by minor subsequent s tr-eams and headward

erosion by resequent streams could then have dissected this near-level

surface on the soft rocK.

Whether the. level to neap-level remnants in Poor Valley 2nd on

the eastern side of Pine Ridge-Little Mountain were produced predominant-

ly by la tGl'ally corrading sty'edlTlS or by sol.ut Lcna.l Lover i ng remains to

be seen. Regardless of the specific origin of the various remnants, the

15
available evidence suggests a multi-cyclic history with intervals of

time duri ng whicil str eems wou l.d have 0xpeuied mope enex-'gy in lateral

corrasion than in channel deepening.

---------------_. • c ' ..~

15
The writer hes';,tc:otr:~~ t o use t hc t er-m -:cyclic becat,se the term

stimulates many readers to envisage a simple one-step uplift followed by
progressive de[;2adst:'-:l1l-:lft;,E:' landscape tiU"AlZh the "s t ages " 0:: yout h ,
matur-i ty, and old a;;e to penc~.)l(1nation ',v ,i. t h i t. any cycle The WY'i ter 00es
not wi s h to irnlly t ha t the l'e;,~;J2'cLts bel.ll?llY::::Jssed are n",~es~.ari.~y
remnants of one: or' more penepl.ai.ns . It. :,cems far more Li keIv that many
of t hern may be relics of orie CP rnore er-c s ion 21.,:','f'aces·· .. surj':a.c8S more
limited in aerial ex-::e!E than 0. r.;'::-;;e)~:la5n -rnd , uI:li>:~~ .=:. :.>'C'

neces sal" i.1 ~y pr-oduc ed c't the 01 d "3 S~·C~ (~C(~ (',f a lon:_~ r ,~\:-, _~: ,,'1~;. ,"J (-:(,n~:.l ~ .iou t")

degradation,
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Probably the most important information to come from the map and

photo study was the recognition of a small, homoclinal ridge segment in

the vicinity of Scott Ford (Brumley, Virginia, quadrangle). This ridge

segment, bounded on the northwest by a. meander of the N01'th Fork and. on

the southeast by karst topography (see Feature 2 depicted in Figures 4

and 5 and shown in Plate I) was interpreted to be a homoclinal ridge

segment held up by sandstone (part of the Price formation); this inter
16

pretation was later verified in the field. This information figured

most heavily in the formulation of the writer's hypothesis presented in

this paper and its significance is discussed in Chapter V.

16
The 1/500,000 Geologic Map of Virginia (1963) shows the North

Fork at this location to be flowing along the Price-Maccrady (thin
formation composed mainly of red shale and sandy mudrock) contact. There
are also other generalizations due to the scale which were noted on this
map. The Geologic Map of the Appalachian Valley in Virgini~ (1/250,000)
by Butts, places the river, at this point, on the contact between the
Price formation and St. Louis limestone. Here again, the scale is not
large enough to show that the meander is on the Price sandstone.
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have cited examples where capture by headward eroding obsequent or

nation for all of its anomalous drainage features. Numerous workers

22

CHAPTER IV

wind gaps, although he came to the over-all conclusion that there were

verse faulting as a possible non-superposition origin for water gaps and

Strahler,17 as well as many other w~iters, has considered trans-

longitudinal to transverse courses.

resequent streams has produced water gaps by diverting drainage from

Regional superposition from either a marine Cretaceous cover

SOME POSSIBLE EXPLANATIONS

mass or from a peneplain provides a generally reasonable explanation for

gional superposition does not, however, provide a satisfactory expla-

much of the transverse drainage of the Ridge and Valley Province. Re-

no gross structural controls. This does not, however, rule out the

possibility of structural control in some cases. Epstein18 has recently

shown that six major gaps in the Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania area have

some combination of the following structural features: (1) dying out of

17
Arthur N. Strahler, lfHypotheses of Stream Development in

Folded Appalachians of Pennsylvania!', Bulletin of the Geological
of America, LVI (January, 1956), pp. 45~88~-'~------ "--~'-

18
Jack B. Epstein, "Structural Control of Wind Gaps and Hater Gaps

and of Stream Capture in the Stroudsburg Area, Pennsylvania and New
Jersey", U. S. Geological Sur,:~£ro_f. :?..a-iuer 5~~ (Research 1966),
pp. B80-B86.
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r folds over a short distance, with associated abrupt changes in strike of

r bedding; (2) steep dip and narrow width of outcrop in resistant strata;

I and '(3) folding that is more intense locally than in the surrounding

i rocks. Epstein points out that none of these features is present along

the ridges which he examined where there are no gaps. He has also

observed that the gaps which he investigated trend about normal to the

strike of the ridges, and parallel to major cross-joint sets. He con-

clues that this evidence does not favor the concept of regional super-

position. One might add, of course, that his findings do not necessar-

ily rule out regional superposition. One of the above explanations may

eventually prove to be applicable to the majority of the water and wind

gaps in the Ridge and Valley Province, but at the present time numerous

gaps remain to be investigated in detail. Obviously much add.i t i.onaL

research is n~eded on this subject.

The published literature contains very little detailed explana-

tion for specific anomalous drainage features in southwestern Virginia

and virtually no explanation has been presented for the anomalous drain-

age discussed in the present study. Only one writer has referred

specifically to the anomalous meanders of the North Fork. Averitt, who

has worked in the area, has stated,

The North Fork of Holston River, tributaries of which drain most of
the Early Grove area, is a typical Appalachian Valley stream follow
ing a meandering course, but confined for the most part to the belt
of soft Mississippian limestone and shale southeast of Pine Ridge.
Some meanders, however, cut, Pine Ridge with apparent disregard of
the hard Price sandstone. Obviously, they were formed in an ea.:clier
erosion cycle when there was slight surface relief in the valley.l9

-_._--._--
19Averitt, o~. ci~., pp. 36-37.
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Averitt's concluding statement suggests some avenues for investigat-

ing the problem (this may well have been its intended purpose), but

it does not, in the writer's opinion, provide a very satisfactory

~xplanation for the anomalous meanders. Perhaps Averitt was infer-

ring that the Price sandstone was reduced to the general valley level

so that meanders were free to migrate across the sandstone. If this

is indeed the correct interpretation of his statement~ the idea is

similar to that presented by Butts, who also has worked in the area.

Butts described a number of water gaps in Virginia and gave

the fo.l.l.owi.ng general explanation for their origin:

The reader may wonder why certain streams cut through the high
ridges in these deep gaps instead of keeping their courses along
the valleys in continuation of those in which they flow above the
gaps. A brief explanation is that the streams established their
courses in a remote time when the region was low and fl~t, that
is~ peneplainGd~ so that the streams could meander in any direction.
When the region was uplifted with respect to sea level and the
slopes to the ocean were steepened, the streams flowed faster~

carried more sediment~ and their eroding power was increased.
Those that crossed truncated belts of the hard steeply inclined
rocks were forced to CUT into these rocks as the region rose higher.
Thus they maintained the courses assumed before the elevation of
the country began, and finally carved the water gaps now seen.20

The most detailed discussion of specific anomalous drainage fea-

tures near and within the present study area has been presented by

Wright:

In the Appalachian Ridges of southves t er n Virginia, particularly in
the area covered by the Estillville quadrangle, are a number of water
gaps occup i ed by mi.nor- s t r-earns f Lovi ng southeastward. Big Stone and
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Big Moccasin Gaps [the latter is in the present study area] are the
outstanding examples. Superpositions are found on some of the minor,
northeast-flowing tributaries of the Ne~ River .••• It is interest
ing to note that the last group of superpositions involve streams that
flow north or northwest toward the Plateau while those in the south
western section of Virginia flow south or southeast toward the Appa
lachian Valley. This same condition was observed in the northern
part of the Newer Appalachians of the South, which suggests that the
agencies of superposition operated uniformly over wide areas. 2l

Although detailed discussions of specific features are scarce,

the literature offers numerous general discussions of anomalous drainage

in southwestern Virginia as well as descriptions of erosional surfaces

in the area. Some writers believe that most of the anomalous drainage

in southwestern Virginia has been superimposed from a marine Cretaceous

cover mass; others maintain that it has been superimposed from a

peneplain; and still other writers are of the opinion that the anomalous

drainage can be accounted for by piracy and local superposition. The

purpose here is not to give a complete review of these hypotheses and

their variations, but rather to discuss these ideas as they might apply

to the anomalous segments of the North Fork.

Intially piracy was considered by the writer as a possible ex-

planation for the anomalous segments of the river, but the idea was

eventually dismissed because it requires an intricate series of captures

and there is no reason to assume that the e~osive advantage has shifted

2lFrank J. Wright, "The Newer Appalachians of the South, Part II:
South of the New Piver," Denison University Bulletin, Vol. XXXVI, No.6
(August, 1936), pp. 130-3~----- .__._-
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successively from obsequent streams across the divide to resequent

streams and then back again a number of times.

The writer has considered the possibility that local bedrock

highs or small anticlinal flexures might exist in the Price sandstone.

If such local highs in the sandstone had been encountered by segments of

the river as it cut down through the overlying limestone, these segments

of the river may have continued to cut down into the sandstone rather

than migrate back to the limestone. No supporting evidence has been

found, however, that such is the case in the present study area. Nowhere

along Pine Ridge-Little Mountain within the area studied is there any

topographic map evidence which would indicate that such structural highs

exist in the sandstone. In fact, as far as it has been verified by

field measurement, there is very little variation in the dip of the sand-

stone and no dip reversals (see Chapter II). This possible explanation

for the anomalous segments of the North Fork can be compared to a some-

what similar situation visualized by Thompson as an explanation for the

course of the James River where it crosses the Tuscarora sandstone from

north to south at Iron Gate, Virginia. Thompson stated,

The anticline of Rich Patch Mountain pitches northeast;vard; and the
Tuscarora sandstone is overlain by weaker rocks which now form the
lowland followed by Cowpasture River. Probably the original valley
across the anticline was made before the Tuscarora was uncovered,
and the stream has persisted in spite of the resistant rock encoun
tered in downcutting. 22

22
H. D. Thompson, "Drainage Evolution in the Southern Appalach

ians," Bulletin of the Geological Soci e t y o: :'.::.er'ica, Vol. L. (August
1, 1939T:P:-13 41. ----------------
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According to a statement by Wright:

Certainly the almost quartzitic Price sandstone holding up Pine

p. 109.
23W . h .

ru.g t , ~. C l t . ,

24 .
Ibld., p. 108.

it is impossible to be precise when giving the elevation of the
Harrisburg peneplane in different areas. There are several reasons
why this is true. In the first place, numerous cherty members of
the limestQne formations formed low residuals or monadnocks on the
Harrisburg surface when the cycle came to an end. Coupled with this
fact is the occurrence alongside the chert ridges of limestones of
relatively high purity which have been greatly affected by solution
since the close of the Harrisburg cycle. Furthermore, as already
indicated, powerful sebsequent drainage has vigorously eroded the
region since the uplift of the Harl'isburg peneplane, and some lime
stone and shale lowlands are more or less below the Harrishurg.23

'. When considering the possibility that the anomalous segments of

the river may have been superimposed from a peneplain, it is necessary

to try to establish the areal extent and elevation of proposed peneplains

within the study area. Even though it is generally believed that exten-

sive remnants of the Harrisburg peneplain exist in southwestern Virginia

and that this surface can be restored more accurately than can the

Schooley surface, there still exists a wide range of possible error.

Elsewhere in his paper Wright notes, "The areas underlain by the more

resistant sandstones and quartzites were but slightly Lower-ed by Harris-

b . ,,24urg erOSlon.

Ridge-Little Mountain is considered to be a resistant sandstone and,

although he did not mention Pine Ridge-Little Mountain by name, Wright

indicated that there are ridges at elevations between the Schooley and
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the, Harrisburg levels which were too resistant to be reduced to the

Harrisburg leve1.
25

The Harrisburg level has been determined by Wright

to be at an elevation of approximately 1500 feet close to the main

branch of the Holston River in the vicinity of Kingsport, Tennessee,

which is about 17 miles southwest of Mendota, Virginia. 26 This level

may be the same one that is evident farther upstream as a highly

dissected topographic surface developed on the shale in Poor Valley and

on the belt of limestone lying just to the southeast of Pine Ridge-Little

Mountain. In the vicinity of Mendota this surface is between 1600 and

1700 feet in elevation. This surface is described in more detail in

Chapter III.

It might be argued that perhaps transverse faults weakened the

ridge and that short segments of it were then lowered enough during

Harrisburg time to allow segments of the river to migrate on its flood-

plain across the Price sandstone. This situation is also very unlikely

in view of the fact that faulting has not been detected at the gaps.

The sandstone along the ridge on the northeast and southwest sides of

the gaps as well as the sandstone at river level in the gaps strikes in

the same direction. If unde~ected faults do exist at the gaps they would

have weakened the rock and cols would have developed in the ridge crest,

but the cols probably would not have been lowered to the level of the

belts of weak rack on either side of the ridge. Strahler has theorized

how this process might proceed as follows:

25I bi d. , p. 108.

26I b_i d. , p. 118.
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As.the divide on the resistant ridge crest is gradually lowered
weathering, mass movement~ rain wash~ and rill action will be
more effective upon the crushed zone of a fault than upon adjacent
unfractured rock. A sag or col will thus be produced. As the col
deepens debris from adjacent walls will increasingly obstruct the
depression and progressively retard col development. The narrower
the crushed zone, the more quickly will this retarding action be
come effective. As attack on the weak zone is substantially equal
on both sides of the ridge, the ridge-crest divide will continue to
cross the col not far from its center. If the crushed zone is very
wide and very weak, the col may become relatively broad and deep.
But the drainage divide will still lie in the col so long as the
weak-rock belts on either side of the resistant ridge are being
lowered more actively than the col itself.27

If the 1600 to 1700 foot surface recognized in the present study area is

in fact the Harrisburg surface, it is evident from its limited devel-

opment that lowering of the subsequent lowlands on either side of Pine

Ridge-Little Mountain continued slowly throughout Harrisburg time; and,

if Strahler's deduction is correct, the lowlands would have remained be-

low any cols which developed as a result of faulting.

In light of the preceding discussion, the writer is inclined to

believe ~hat during Harrisburg time Pine Ridge-Little Mountain must have

stood well above the adjacent belts of soft rock, as it does at the

present, and therefore that superposition from floodplain deposits on

that surface would have been extremely unlikely.

Still another possible explanation is superposition of the

anomalous segments of the North Fork across Pine Ridge-Little t10untain

from one of the postulated higher surfaces, namely the Schooley

peneplain, the Fall Zone peneplain~ or Coastal Plain sediments which may

27
Strahler, op. cit., p. 52.
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have covered the latter. The possibility of superposition from the

Schooley surface is the only one of these alternatives which will be

discussed, for reasons which will soon become obvious.

Clinch Mountain, the generally even-crested and most pronounced

ridge in southwestern Virginia, lies just to the northwest of the pre-

sent study area. It varies in elevation from 2100 to 2500 feet in

Tennessee and, in the latitude of the study area northeastward from

Moccassin Gap, Virginia, to Little Moccassin Gap, the ridge crest

attains a maximum elevation of about 3200 feet. The crest of Clinch

Mountain is believed by many writers to represent approximately the

Schooley level. Wright believed this to be the case, although he noted

that there was little evidence available to support this belief:

The Schooley peneplane is widely recognized in many parts of the
northern and southern Appalachians. By reason of the fact that
the Appalachian ridges south of the New River are less numerous
and less uniform in elevation, it is difficult to restore the
peneplane in this area. Since there are·no features in the
Appalachian Valley which rise to the height of the peneplane level,
it is obvious that its restoration south of the New River must rest
upon rather slender evidence.28

There is a widely supported opposing view that even-crested

ridges may not indicate peneplanation. Miller has suggested, for exam-

p.l e , in referring to Clinch 110untain:

Is the generally even-crested summit of the T'idge indicative of
peneplanation in an earlier erosion cycle? Although many writers
have assumed this conclusion in their studies of the Appalachian
Valley and Ridge Province, their assumption rests solely upon a
belief that ridge crests would--~y contrast--be highly irregular
in profile if developed by denudation in one long, continuous cycle.

-------------
28 . .

. Wrlght, op. Cl t., p. 104.
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Such reasoning invokes an undemonstrable, hypothetical norm with
which the existing situation necessarily provides a strong contrast.
If instead, as J. L. Rich (1928, p. 1701) has argued, evenness of
skyline of a ridge, with its gradual elevation changes accompanying
dip changes, is a normal product of long-continued denudation with
out peneplanation, the hypothesis has the advantage of simplicity,
freeing one from the burden of postulating a complex prior history.

Where outcrops of rocks of contrasting lithology form narrow,
parallel bands, the ridges and valleys are limited structurally. If
streams of a given order tend to develop within a narrow range of
lengths and basin areas, as the frequency distribution data show, it
is only reasonable to conclude that the evenness of the ridge crest
is an expression of these structural and hydrologic controls. For a
part of the ridge to rise conspicuously higher than another, where
both parts have the same dip and width of outcrop, would require
abnormally long streams and drainage basins, as well as abnormally
steep stream and ground slopes. Increased erosion intensity in such
a system would tend quickly to reduce the mass to equality with the
lower ridge portions on either side. 29

Assuming, for the sake of discussion, that the Schooley peneplain

was indeed developed in the study area to the extent that the Price sand-

stone was reduced to the same level as the belts of soft rock on either

side of the Price, this surface would have been the lowest of the postu-

lated surfaces having an elevation higher than that of the Harrisburg.

If the river was super-Irnpos ed across the sandstone on its own flood plain

deposited on the Schooley surface, renewed do\{ncutting would have quickly

brought the river into contact with the Brallier shale. The significant

point here is that segments of the river, if superimposed from the

Schooley level, would have been free to erode the weak Brallier shale

from the close of Schooley time until present. The writer has consider-

able doubt that this situation, persisting through such an extended

29Miller, op. cit., p. 23.
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rfr pe;r.iod:'of time, would have created the present topography. By referring

:f to;Figure 3, one can note Foley wind gap in Pine Ridge-Little Mountain

j; just to the southwest of the large meander at Mendota. It is almost
I
I certain that a small transverse stream cut Foley Gap to approximately

its present elevation of 1420 feet and was then captured by a subsequent

northeast-flowing tributary eroding headward in the Brallier shale from

the anomalous meander located in Poor Valley in the vicinity of Mendota.

The capture must have taken place quite recently in the geologic past

because it occurred approximately only 90 feet above the present level

of the North Fork. If the Mendota anomalo~s meander has been on the

Brallier shale since Schooley time, it is most probable that it would

have sent out a subsequent tributary and captured the small transverse

streilln at a much higher level. Furthermore, if the anomalous meander in

Poor Valley west of Holston (Feature II of Figures 4- and 5) had been

superimposed across the sandstone from the Schooley level, it is most

likely that it should have developed a floodplain at least comparable in

size to that of the two anomalous meanders southwest of Mendota. The

limited development of the anomalous meander west of Holston suggests

that it has just recently been free to erode the shale in Poor Valley.

In addition to the preceding possible, although not very proba-

ble, explanations for the anomalous segments of the North Fork, there

is another explanation, proposed by the writer, which is presented in

the following section of this paRer.
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION OF THE "HOOKED" MEANDER HYPOTHESIS

Reference has been made elsewhere in this paper to the small

homoclinal ridge segment (depicted as Feature I in Figures 4 and 5 and

shown in Plate I) located on the southeastern side of the North Fork

southwest of the village of Holston and just upstream from Scott Ford.

Field work has shown that this ridge segment is developed on the upper-

most unit of southeast dipping resistant Price sandstone and that the

underlying beds down to the entrenched river are sandstone with a few

thin interbeds of shale. The river at this place is flowing on sandstone

and the rock adjacent to the northwest (outside) of the meander is also

sandstone. The entrenchment of the meander into this sequence of resis-

tant beds may have been accompanied by a component of lateral corrasion

to the northwest (down-section). Hhether or not entrenchment continues,

this segment of the river cannot migrate back up-section to the lime

stone: that is, the meander is "hooked,,30 in the sandstone. Should it

occur, additional migration of this meander Cdn only place it farther

down-section to the northwest toward and eventually into the underlying

--_._---~-----

30The term "hooked " is introduced her-e because there is no term in
general usage which adequately describes what is believed to be the re
lationship between this meander and the bedrock geology.
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sh<i:!.+e.", Once the meander reaches the weak shale it will virtually be free

to increase its radius by lateral cutting, which eventually should pro-

duce a meander with a configuration similar to that of the meander in

Poor Valley two miles southwest of Mendota (see Figure 2).

Note that included in the above brief discussion of the Scott

Ford hooked meander are two processes--Iateral corrasion and down-

cutting--both or either of which can and in all probability have produced

down-section cutting along various stretches of the North Fork. In the

following paragraph a postulated situation in which lateral corrasion

could have been the dominant initial hooking process is briefly de-

scribed.

There are indications, in the drainage basin of the No~th Fork,

of past periods of time when the river probably followed a meandering

course on an erosional surface developed on the belt of carbonates into

which the river is presently entrenched (see Chapters III and IV). Under

such conditions of stability, when the meanders were free to migrate

across the floodplain, the possibility of any given meander's coming into

contact with the sandstone would have been considerable. Some of those

meanders impinging against the sandstone would have begun to cut later-

ally into it, though most would have swung back south away from the sand-

stone. Nevertheless long-continued stability of the environment would

have provided ample opportunity for at least a few of the meanders to

have continued cutting laterally, down-section into the sandstone, thereby

virtually hooking themselves, in their northwesternmost positions, in the
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resis'tant rock; any continued lateral corrasion could only have resulted

in additional migration down-section.

An extended period of lateral cutting is not required, however,

for a meander to become hooked in the sandstone. A distinct alternative

to lateral corrasion is the possibility and probability of meander

entrenchment through the limestone down to and into the underlying sand

stone. If a series of such down-cutting meanders had encountered the

Price sandstone, which dips at a fairly low angle (about 25 0
) , there is

no reason to assume that all of them would have slipped down-dip along

the sandstone surface without cutting into it. The extremely non-resis

tant Maccrady shale, which lies directly over the Price, would have tend

ed to hold the meanders against the Price sandstone for considerable

periods of time, thereby increasing the possibility of eventual penetra

tion of the sandstone. The centrifugal force expended on the outside of

the meander curves would also have tended to hold the stream against the

sandstone until hooking could be accomplished. Lateral corrasion and

down-cutting as hooking processes will be given further consideration

below.

One can note in Figures 4 and 5 that there are two other hooked

meanders (Features II and III) with associated homoclinal ridge segments

(Features 2 and 3) immediately upstream from the Scott Ford hooked

meander (F'eat ure I). Apparent.ly the smaller meander of the two (Feature

III) has been hooked more recently than. the larger meander (Feature II);

it has cut into the sandstone at an elevation of some 1580 feet; whereas
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b01;h:of"the larger meanders (Features I and II) cut into the sandstone

at~n elevation of at least 1760 feet. The largest meander (Feature II)

has succeeded in cutting through the sandstone into less resistant under-

lying rock and has begun to increase its radius by lateral corrasion.

Whether or not the outside of the meander is flowing on upper Brallier

shale has not been determined; it may still be in non-resistant lower

units of the Chemung formation. However, it is the lithology and

relative resistance, and not the age, of these older strata which are

important. It is believed that in time this meander will assume a con-

figuration sililar to that of the meander flovling on Brallier shale in

Poor Valley immediately southwest of Mendota (see Figure 3), although it

appears that individually these three hooked meanders will never become

quite as Jarge as the two meanders southwest of Mendota, since they will

probably coalesce before any of them can achieve that size.

As previously stated, the Scott Ford hooked rneand er- (Feature I)

should eventually cut into the underlying shale. When this occurs,

removal of the sandstone ridge segment (Feature 4) remaining on the

northwest side of the river will be accelerated by the combined lateral

cutting of the two meanders (Features I and II). The smallest hooked

meander (Feature III) at Holston also should cut laterally into the

underlying shale and eventually remove the segment of sandstone ridge

(Feature 5) just to the west of Holston. When these sandstone segments

have been removed, the river' wi!; then be flowing from the limestone,

through a gap cut in the homoclinal ridge at an angle oblique to the
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strike of the sandstone, and onto shale in the vicinity of Holston. In

other words, continued entrenchment, lateral corrasion or a combination

of these processes will be responsible for the Scott Ford-Holston se~lent

of the river cutting down-section, so that eventually it will be flowing

entirely on shale and will be entirely on the northwest side of the

It has been noted earlier that two hooking processes--lateral

It is the writer's belief that the entire anomalous segTileJ1t of

homoclinal ridge. This will then be a situation very similar to that

which presently exists just downstream along the segment of the river

McFadden Ford. At this point the river flows from the shale in Poor

from Scott Ford to a point approximately one-half mile downstream from

Valley back through a gap cut in the homoclinal ridge (here known as

River Ridge) oblique to the strike of the sandstone and onto the lime-

stone in the vicinity of Buffalo Ford (see Figure 6).

river fronl Scott Ford to Buffalo Ford attained its present position in

Poor Valley as a result of a sequence of e'Tents which pre-date but are

otherwise similar to those interpreted for the Holston-Scott Ford seg-

ment of the rlVel'.

cu t t i ng into the Price f orma t i on b'l some rne;onder sC:':'[:;ents o f the ::crtrl
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riv~,n." .. There is one anomalous segment of the' river, however, which

may have had a somewhat different history. Unilike each of the other

anomalous meanders which enter the hooked section through one gap and

emerge back into the limestone through another, the anomalous meander

at Mendota (see Figure 3) both enters and leaves the shale belt through

the same wide gap. Between the incoming and outgoing stretches of the

river there is, in the gap area, a local relief of about sixty feet,

but this is a fairly flat interfluvial belt and not a segment of the

ridge. This suggests that Fine Ridge-Little Mountain at this point

was almost completely destroyed by the meander as it corraded

laterally through the ridge across dsurface about sixty feet higher

than the present stream level; that is, lateral corrasion, which would

have been the dominant erosive process of the North Fork during a past

period of stability, could have been the process responsible for the

initial hooking of the Mendota meander and, ctS less resistant underlying

units were encountered by this meander, lateral corrasion could have con-

tinued to be the process most responsible for its down-section cutting.

A later downcutting of sixty feet, accompanied and followed by rapid

lateral corrasion in the weak shale, would have brought about the pre-

sent topographic relationships. If this is indeed what happened in this

area, a small homoclinal ridge segment such as Feature 1 in Figures 4

and 5 could not have developed on the sandstone inside the meander loop.

The above explanation for the anomalous development of the

Mendota meander and for the absence of a well developed sandstone ridge
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segment; -between its transverse arms mayor may not be correct; conse-

quently an alternate explanation (though considered far less likely than

the one given above) is presented for the reader's consideration. The

Mendota meander could have intially been hooked by downcutting which

continued as the most effective down-section cutting process for a

considerable period of time; eve~tually, as the Mendota meander encoun-

tered less resistant underlying units, lateral corrasion would have be-

come increasingly responsible for down-section cutting. This situation

would have produced a ridge segment developed on the sandstone between

the transverse arms of the Mendota meander. The present virtual absence

of such a ridge segment could be accounted for, however, by the removal

of the postulated ridge segment, mainly by lateral corrasion by the seg-

ments of this meander which had become firmly established across the

Price sandstone. The southwesterly transverse arm has, in fact, been

eroding the intervening sandstone segment. This situation is in direct

contrast to that of the anomalous meander about a mile downstream in

the vicinity of Silica, (see Figure 2) where there is a well developed

and sharp-crested intervening sandstone ridge-segment and where the

southwesterly transverse arm of the Silica meander has been experiding

the major portion of its lateral erosive energy in a direction aHay

from the ridge segment. Since the ridge segment at Mendota, if it ever

did exist, must have been much shorter than the ridge segment at Silica

(compare, for example, features 1. and 2 of Figure 5), the chances for
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an earlier removal of the former, mainly by laterally migrating trans-

ver-se arms of the meander, would have been greater.

Consideration of the anomalous meanders in the vicinity of

Holston (see Figure 5), in terms of the relative importance of down-cut-

ting and lateral corrasion in the initial hooking and in the ensuing

down-section cutting by these meanders, has led the writer to believe

that the most likely sequence of events here, as in the Silica area, was

initial hooking, primarily by down-cutting; this was followed by lateral

corrasion, which became increasingly effective as the hooked meanders

encountered less resistant units. The effectiveness of lateral corra-

sion as an initial and as a continuing down-section cutting process

could also have been partly determined by the turning arc of the meander;

that is, a meander which had a tighter curvature may have expended more

energy in lateral corrasion than a meander which had a more gentle

curvature. This could account for the fact that although two of the

meanders in the Holston area (features I and II of Figure 5) were hooked

at about the same elevation (1760 feet or higher) and presumably at ~bou~

the same time, one of the meanders (Feature II) has succeeded in cutting

considerably farther down-section by greater nor thwes t er-Ly lateral

corrasion.

In addition to the evidence presented in the preceding para-

graphs, there LS another line of reasoning by which the writer has

reached the opinion that down-cu~ting, operating almost independently of
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lat~ral:corrasion, probably was the process responsjble for initially

hookdng the majority of the anomalous meander-s of the North Fork. If

one postulates lateral corrasion as having been the major process re

sponsible for initially hooking a meander, it then becomes necessary to

assume that for each instance of hooking the river must have flowed for

an extended period of time at a particular level. As it has previously

been indicated (see Chapters III and IV), the writer believes there is

some evidence for an erosional surface of limited development (now

largely destroyed) in the study area; in the vicinity of Mendota this

postulated surface, developed on the belt of carbonates, is now between

1600 and 1700 feet in elevation. Some points on the belt of carbonates

southeast of Mendota are higher, but above 1700 feet there is little

indication that the river flowed at anyone level for an extended period

of time. Furthermore, the elevations of the various sandstone ridge seg

ments isolated by the several anomalous segments of the North Fork in

only some cases correspond even fairly closely to the elevation of the

postulated surface on the carbonates, whereas in other cases there is

no discernable correlation between I'idge segment crest elevations and

any topographic sur-facs . This strongly suggests that an extended period

of stability, with its attendant lateral corrasion and development of

at least a limited erosional surface, is not a necessity for the hooking

of a meander.
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CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A number of hypotheses--piracy, superpostion from various topo-

graphic surfaces and down-cutting by rivers into local structural highs--

have been invoked by numerous writers to explain anomalous drainage in

other areas of the Ridge and Valley Physiographic Province. The present

writer has considered each of these hypotheses as an explanation which

might account for the anomalous segments of the North Fork of the

Holston River in southwestern Virginia. However, each hypothesis, when

examined in the light of the field data obtained in the drainage basin

of the North Fork, has been found to be either extremely unlikely or' at

best unsatisfactory as an explanation for the anomalous segments of this

river.

It is the writer's belief that the anomalous segments of the

North Fork were produced by meanders which are either in the process of

cutting down-section through the Price formation, which holds up the

homoclinal Pine Ridge-Little Mountain, or have completely cut through

it. No evidence has been obtained that any of these anomalous meanders

have been aided by structural or lithologic weaknesses or by structural

highs in the Price sandstonE::. Those segments of the North Fork which

have cut dor"m-section completsly ,through the Price formation have gained

access to, and the Fr-eedom to corrc.,de laterally into, the non-resistant
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Downcutting has probably been the process most responsible for

ini,tially "hooking" the meanders in the Price sandstone; lateral cor-ria

sion became an increasingly effective process only after each hooked

meander encountered the much less resistant underlying lithologic units.

In the case of one anomalous meander, however, it is believed that

lateral corrasion was the initial as well as the continuing most effec

tive down-section cutting process.
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APPENDIX

Fig . l.--Block diagr am of t he Cl i nch Mountain area showing the Mendota and Silica anomalous meanders
of t he North Fork of t he Hols t on Ri ver . (After Victor C. Miller, Plate I, "A Quantitative Geomor ph i c Study
of Dr a i nag e Basin Characteristics i n t he Clinch Mounta in Ar ea Vi r gini a and Tenness ee")



Fig. 2 . --Par t of the' ~lendota, Virgi nia , quadrangle show i ng an
anomalous meander of t he North For k of the Holston River . The contour
int erva l i s 20 feet ; sca l e is 1 : 24 , 000 . (Af t er T. V. A. , 19 38)

4 5



Fi g . 3 . - - Part of t he Mendot a , Vir gini a, quadrangle showing an
anomalous meander of t he Nort h Fork of the Hol s ton River . The contour
interval' i s 20 fee t ; scale is 1: 24,000. (Af t er T. V. A. , 19 38 )
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Fig . 4.- - Block diagram of the Pi ne Ridge-Little Mountain area in the v i c i ni t y of Holston, Virginia,
s howi ng t hr ee anomalous meanders of t he Nor t h Fork of the Holston Ri ve r a nd part of the anomalous segment
of t he river downstream from Scot t Ford . View is to the nor t hea s t.



Fig . 5. --Par t of the Br uml ey , Virginia, quadrangle showing three anomalous meanders of the North
Fork of the Hol s t on Ri ve r a nd part of t he anomalous segment of the river downstream from Scott Ford . The
cont ou r i nt erval is 40 fe et ; s ca l e i s 1 : 24, 000. (Aft er T.V.A., 1938)
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Fig . 6 . - -Part of t he Ha ns onvi l l e (contour interval 40 f eet ) and Wallace (contour interval 20 f eet ),
Vi r gi ni a , quadrangles showing mos t of t he a nomal ous segment of the North Fork of the Holston River down
s tream from Scott Ford ( s ee Figure 5) . The scale i s 1: 24,000. (Af t er T.V.A. Wallace quadra ngle 1938 and
Hans onvi l l e quadrangle 19 60)



Fi g . 7. --Block diagram of t he Pi ne Ridge-Little Mount a i n area in the vicinity of Mendota , Virginia,
s howi ng an anomalous meander of the Nort h Fork of the Holston River . View is to the northeast .
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Fig . 8 . - -Par t
Virgi nia- -the area of
(After U.S . G.S . 19 51 )

of the J ohns on Ci t y , Tennessee, quadrangle showing the location of Hilton and Holston ,
pr i mary at tent ion i n t his s t udy. The contour int er val i s 100 feet; sca le is 1:250,000.
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Fig . 9. --Fr equency distr~bution of clos ed cont our lines which
repres ent t he s umm i ts of l and segments in the area south of the crest of
Clinch Mountain covered by the Mendota , Vi rgi nia , quadrangl e.
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Fi g . 10 . - - Part of the Geologic Map of the Ear l y Grove Gas Field, Scott and Washington Count i es ,
Virgi ni a , sup er imposed on 1: 24,000 , 20- foot contour i nterval t opographic maps, showing t he breached Ear l y
Grove anticline. Expl anat i on : Cmg (Ga s per limes t one ) , Cmf (F i do sandstone ) , Cmc (Cove Creek l i mes t one ) ,
Cmp (Penni ngt on shale ) . (Af t er Paul Aver i t t , Pl ate I , The Ear ly Grove Gas Field , Sco t t and Washington
Count i es , Virginia ) U1
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PLATE I --PHOTOGRA PH OF THE ANOMA LOUS MEANDER AND ASSOCIATED HOMOCLINAL RIDGE SEGMENT IN THE
VICIN ITY OF SCOTT FORD , VI RGINI A (Fea t ur es I and 1 of Fi gur e 5) . VIEW IS TO THE SOUTHWEST.

VI
s:
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